A 
Our proof, as well as Day's, is based on the following (A. W. Goldie [3] , see also G. Grätzer [4] and Exercise 64 of Chapter 1 in G. Grätzer Proof of the Theorem. Let 31 and 23 be given as in the Theorem. We shall prove that, for any subalgebra G of 31 containing 93, the pair 31, G has CEP. Let 0 be a congruence relation on (£ and let 0 be the smallest congruence relation on 3Í satisfying 0C=0. Obviously, 0 = V (%(x, y) | x, y e C and x = y(@)).
We want to show that (*) for a,beC, a=b(Q) implies that a=b(Q) (this is CEP). In view of the formula for 0 and the way joins of congruences can be described, (*) is equivalent to: We prove this statement by induction on n. For n-1 it is obvious since 31, (£ has PCEP. Now assume that «> 1 and that the statement is valid for «-1.
Set D=[C]@%(an,bn),Q0=Q(l(ax,b1)\/---vQll(an,bn). Since PCEP holds for 31, (£, we have (Q^(an, bn))c^Q0; hence we can form T=0o(03,(a", b")) and it will satisfy *FC=0O. Now observe that 31, 35, a=x0, • • • , xn_x, alt bx, • ■ • , an_x, bn_x, andT satisfy the assumptions of (**) with «-I, hence we can conclude that asx^CF).
Obviously, xn_x=xnC¥), hence a=bQV). Since a, b e Cand, Fc=0o_0 we conclude that a=b(@), completing the proof of (**). If we now let (£= 23 the theorem follows.
